
 

Luxury Laminox Steel Doors 

Our Vision 

Our vision is to redefine security and style through distinctive steel doors 

that protect, inspire, and enhance the beauty of every home. 

Our Mission 

We are dedicated to crafting exceptional steel doors that blend timeless 

design with superior quality, safeguarding homes across the United States 

while enhancing their aesthetic appeal. Our commitment lies in delivering 

excellence, reliability, and customer satisfac-

tion with every door we create. 

“Special Orders” are available, please ask 

your sales consultant for details. 
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TITAN SHIELD DOORS 

EXCEPTIONAL FEATURES IN EVERY DOOR! 

 Tripple Locking System 

 Steel Interior and Exterior Frame 

 Interior Lever Handle 

 Surfaces are antibacterial and scratch resistant. 

 Peep Hole has 180 Degree Visibility 

 Easily cleaned with surface cleaning materials. 

 Dual Monoblock Locking Systems 

 Impact resistant 

 Safety Lock System 

 Rockwool Provides sound insulation 

 Rockwool Provides heat insulation 

 Environmentally friendly 

 Unique design elements to each door. 

 Decorative Wood-Look Laminox Fronts 

 

“Wood looks natural thanks to special production tech-
nology with designed patterns and effects” 
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Large Ext. Door Handle 
Interior Levered Handle 

Interior Deadbolt  
Keyhole Shield 

Peep Hole 180 Degrees 

of Visibility 

Safety Catch Plate Lock Syst. Cover Special Designed Door Seal Frame Connection Locks 



EVERY DOOR INCLUDES 5 INDEPENDENT LOCKING  

AND SAFETY SYSTEMS FOR YOUR SECURITY! 

Security is the first duty that a steel door must fulfill. The Steel door “lock-set” is the most important com-

ponent that ensures security. Steel doors are preferred to ensure the security of places such as residenc-

es, offices and workplaces. A steel door that cannot provide safer, healthier and higher quality service 

to its users is meaningless.  

STEEL DOOR SMART LOCK SYSTEM-COMING SOON! 
The smart lock system is also considered among the steel door accessories today. The smart lock sys-

tem, which can be applied to all cylinders and locks, can be controlled remotely and allows opening 

and closing with an electronic key, mechanical key, remote memory, fingerprint control and by phone.  

1. UPPER MONOBLOCK LOCK 

WITH DUAL-ACTION    

TRIPPLE DEADBOLTS!   

2. LOWER MONOBLOCK 

LOCK WITH DUAL-ACTION 

TRIPPLE DEADBOLTS1 

4. INTERIOR LEVERED HANDLE 

INVISIBLE TO THE EXTERIOR  

3. INTERIOR DEADBOLT  

INVISIBLE TO THE EXTERIOR 

5. SAFETY CATCH, 

ONLY ALLOWS THE 

DOOR OPEN 3 

INCHES! 

SECURITY DEFINED! 

STEEL ELEMENTS 

Each door includes an interior and exterior pre-hung steel frame and pre welded hinges. The door unit is framed with 17 

Gage steel and designed with a 1/2” overlapping edge to seal the door against the interior frame creating protection 

against the elements. Two structural beams run from top to bottom adding rigidity and strength. The remaining cavities are 

filled with rockwool for insulation. Finally, a solid (10 mm) MDF interior panel completes the interior look while our decora-

tive Laminox exterior panel beautifies the finished product for years of trouble-free use and durability. 

ENCRYPTED BARREL 

164BNE BALL BARREL 
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WARRANTY 

Retro Steel Doors will provide a one (1) year limited warranty for installation and functionality for 

each of our doors, beginning on the date of your purchase or closing with one of our Builder part-

ners. This warranty does NOT cover cosmetic abnormalities including scratches, fading or dents 

after installation.  Our Warranty includes the proper function of our locking and safety systems. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Each door in our warehouse today is 6’ 10” tall and 3’ wide, future doors will comply the 

standard dimension of doors in the US (6’8” tall and 3’ wide).  Steel doors are heavy! The typical 

weight of a steel door is 140 lbs. which is consistent with “Steel Security” doors. Engineering of 

structural requirements is recommended for every steel door and generally the entry wall should 

be framed with 2x6” dimensional lumber, triple studs on each side and a 2x10” header. Exact 

specifications and installation guidelines are available upon request.  

NOTE: 8’ tall doors are currently only available as a special order. 

DO YOU NEED A RIGHT HAND SWING OR A LEFT HAND SWING? 

All of our designs are available as a Right Hand Swing (RH) or a Left Hand Swing (LH). Please 

be sure to purchase the correct swing for your home.  The best way to determine which swing you 

currently have in your home, is to follow these instructions:   

Open your door completely, stand in your doorway with your back to the hinges, next raise both 

arms to shoulder level, then determine which arm mocks the swing of your door opening. If your 

right arm duplicates the way your door swung open, then you have a Right Hand Swing (RH) door. 

If your left arm duplicates the way your door swung open, you have a Left Hand Swing (LH) door. 

Easy Peezy! (EP).   

WHAT IS LAMINOX? 

Laminox is wood-look composite material maintaining it’s decorative properties against natural 

elements such as sun, rain, wind and storms. In short, Laminox is a composite wood-look veneer 

used as a decorative element on steel doors. Laminox is the most durable product used to create 

decorative wooden elements.   
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